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 The emphasis on social dimensions of urban development plans has been considered as 

a requisite for realization of other perspectives of urban sustainable developments 
during the past decade. In this course, interactive governing and intervention by citizens 

in urban development plan has become necessary for this purpose since employing 

experiences and knowledge of inhabitants has served as the effective factor on optimal 

administration of urban development and renovation plans. In this essay, through 

conducting an accurately investigation and comparison of physical- matrix structure 

and economic, social and cultural of inhabitants in Isfahan Jolfa Quarter as an old 
locality with physical structure and different matrix, we dealt with recognizing the 

urban administrative ole in participation of citizens and social- spatial review on studied 

localities in order to identify the effective factors on citizens’ participation and 
purposing an appropriate strategy to improve participation by the citizens. Today, 

participation is deemed as the key factor for realization of urban designs since urban 

projects are interrelated to quality of life environment, economic fluctuations, 
environmental conditions, and various factors, which expose humans and human related 

groups to profits or losses. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The immigration has always served as one of the most influential factors on culture and civilization of 

nations during human history. Due to various reasons such as achieving the climatic conditions or more efficient 

economy, occurrence of natural disasters, and political and factors and pressures etc, immigrations took place 

and consequently they had many mutual impacts on culture of immigrant nation and the lands that welcomed the 

immigrants.  

The Armenians’ compulsory migration by the order of King Abbas I (Safavid Dynasty) at early 16
th

 AD 

century is one of these types of immigrations and serves as the most distinct examples of such effects that had 

several major mutual impacts on Armenians’ culture and architecture and Isfahan City due to the existing 

religious and cultural differences. Jolfa is the greatest quarter outside the Isfahan city that spread about area of 

4×4 miles and it is composed of two parts. One of these parts, i.e. Jolfa Old Locality, has been constructed 

during the ruling period of King Abbas I and the other unit, i.e. Jolfa New Locality, was built at the time of King 

Abbas II. Jolfa new locality is superior to old quarter in terms of all aspects for which it includes wide and direct 

alleys with appropriate composition. Jolfa comprises of five great alleys, which located along with this quarter 

from east to west. It consists of attractive market with several baths, two caravanserais, a plaza, and eleven 

churches.  

Isfahan Jolfa Quarter is situated in within the central limit at the southern bank of Zayandehrood River and 

its history returns to period of ruling of King Abbas (Safavid Dynasty) and due to cultural and religious and 

social or urban characteristics, it is distinguished from other localities so one could observe its objective nature 

in matrix and space of this locality. Today, like other historical textures, this quarter has been undergone by 

numerous transformations, problems, and difficulties due to changes over the time. Most of its units have been 

destroyed and the existing texture suffers from matrix- spatial, social and cultural identity crisis so that it 

requires the appropriate planning in order to remove any wear and erosion or conflict and coordination and 

resuming of the governing totality to this locality in such a way that it could continue to survive as a live and 

firm texture. In the present article, we will explore into the situation of Jolfa quarter under current circumstances 

and way of executed repair projects at this locality.  

http://us-mg6.mail.yahoo.com/neo/b/message?search=1&s=samira&startMid=0&sort=date&order=down&mid=1_0_AISki2IAADoSUkMj4QAAADX2YLw&fid=Inbox
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Introducing of Jolfa: 

Jolfa, a historical locality, is situated in a unit in central region at the southern area of Isfahan City as the 

only area which possesses a group of buildings with historical values that are benefitted from several local, 

spatial, social, and historical advantages. Historical quarter of Jolfa was founded on the arid lands or farming 

plains and gardens at the southern bank of Zayandehrood River to station the Armenians, who had been ousted 

from Armenia during Safavid dynasty. The remained historical valuable elements and buildings from the past 

time differ from other existing constructions in terms of architectural style, façade, used materials, color, 

geometry, spatial compositions etc. in addition to matrix structure, which may affect on increasing sense of 

belonging and sense of place (topophilia) among the local inhabitants, the social conditions and existing 

activities in this context,  recalling of (collective) diaries and memorable events are effective on improving sense 

of belonging. Since this region has been anticipated for stationing of Armenians from the beginning and it has 

evolved over the time, this caused general matrix elements and cultural symbols and signs including churches 

and non- matrix elements such ad customs and traditions, religion, and language etc to be considered as 

unification factors to which Armenian inhabitants have sense of ownership and belonging. Along with all 

remained valuable matrix elements from the past time, one of the capabilities of this site is the presence and 

passing physical elements as life arteries through this region. The presence of natural elements and context 

along with human’s habitat is important from two aspects:  

1- From conceptual and perceptual aspect that improve local identity; and  

2- In terms of physical and mental health for the inhabitants that it results in strengthening of locality 

stability. [1]  

 
 

Fig. 1: Picture of Jolfa quarter  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The situation of Jolfa Quarter in Isfahan  
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Identification of Jolfa status quo: 

The real review and recognition of the existing condition is one of the most major measures in any planning 

process. This means that it necessitates characterizing of the condition of some factors like physical facilities, 

human resources, requirements of social and economic environment, values, tendencies, and physical and non- 

physical issues and problems and regulations perfectly in this organization in order to determine the objectives 

based on them.  

 

Jolfa as historical and cultural axis: 

At the time when Isfahan city was selected as capital of Iran in year 1000 (Hegira)/ 1593 AD, as an urban 

model, reclamation and development of Isfahan was noticed by King Abbas. One of the most important events 

took place during 250 years of Safavid dynasty period with development of Isfahan at that time and it was 

Armenians’’ Great Immigration from Jolfa City on the bank of Aras River and their settlement on Isfahan and 

construction of New Jolfa in this region. Together with construction of churches and beautiful houses, Jolfa was 

growingly populated by the inhabitants so that Jolfa became as one of the historical and valuable localities in 

Isfahan city. At present, both old houses and splendid churches and their constructions recall the magnificence 

of this aesthetic and historically important area. The given axis starts from Tohid Street and Mary Prayer Alley 

and reaches to Hakim Nezami and Khaghani Streets through Jolfa Square and Vanek Church Alley and after 

passing from Khaghani Street it is led to Sculptures Alley and Tabrizian Locality through Chehar Souq Alley 

and Shayej and Nayej Physical Route. Due to presence of 25 historical houses and 13 valuable old churches 

along with this region out of them one can refer to Mary Church, Bethlehem, and Vanek Churches on the one 

hand and cultural adaptation and proximity with foreign tourism on the other hand, this route has provided 

favorable characteristics for attraction of tourists.  

 

Jolfa and its churches: 

Vanek Church (Fig 3) or Amna Perkich is the title of a church that is located in Isfahan Jolfa quarter. This 

church is one of the Armenian historic churches in Isfahan that it has been constructed during the period of 

ruling by King Abbas II. In Armenian language, Vanek stands for cathedral.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Picture of Vanek Church   

 

The Holy Mary Church (Fig 4) is the second old church in Isfahan city, which has been built by one of its 

merchants, called Khajeh Avedic, during Safavid ruling in 1613 AD.    
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Fig. 4: Picture of Holy Mary Church  

 

Bidekhem church (Fig, 5) is one of the relatively large churches in Isfahan city. This church is very close to 

Haqoop church and Holy Mary Church and located at the northern side of these two churches. Bethlehem 

Church has been built by a person called Khajeh Petros Valijanian at Safavid period [2].     

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Picture of Bidekhem church 

 

General participation and development of urban administration: 

Participation is a process in which the individuals shall voluntarily involve in the activities concerning to 

city and municipalities provided that the appropriate motive and capability affect on this intervention. Similarly, 

participation does not denote a certain case but participation means citizens’ active partnership in all life 

perspectives. The most fundamental thinking for providing the participation platform is to accept principle of 

equity among the people and this concept emphasizes on three basic values:  

1- Sharing of people in power and authority;  

2- Preparation of the ground for people to monitor their own fate; and  

3- Opening the opportunities for the people to progress at lower classes  

The efficient participation and sharing in local life is not possible without adequate knowledge. This fact is 

not unreasonable that in some countries, lack of transparent information and deficiency in existing information 

available for the citizens are considered as two main problems against local development and democracy. 

Participation has four levels and participation in decision making is the highest level of participation. The 

second level of participation concerns with implementation of projects and third level of participation is related 

to exploitation while its fourth level consists of evaluation.  

Amendment of some regulations will crucially affect on public participation. But despite of this fact, what it 

may affect deeply on citizens’ participation is “the performance of organization and members of City Council in 

utilization of citizens’ capabilities to improve public participation” [3]. Participation is a public right and it 

requires their awareness. Participation is a kind of rehabilitation for weak group as a result they could share in 

what it will affect on their life [4].  
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Public participation in organizing of urban worn textures: 

By virtue of extent and importance the subject of urban worn texture and riskability of urban areas, 

reconstruction and renovation of the aforesaid textures for prevention from earthquake fatalities and financial 

losses are one of the foremost subjects regarding urban worn textures and way of financial provision for these 

projects is one of the major barriers against reviving of these textures. This process is impossible and very 

difficult without public participation. The subject of participation has a long history in our country. In the past 

time, collaboration, synergy, empathy, and cooperation were some terms that had high value in our culture with 

a lot of use. But public participation in planning is a new approach and it needs to more discussion and review. 

The experience from previous years regarding reclamation and renovation of urban worn textures indicates that 

this process may not progress without taking a participatory approach.  

At present, participation has a special position in theories of urban designs throughout the world, 

particularly in process of reclamation and renovation of urban worn textures and in Iran subject of citizens’ 

participation in all related affairs has been purposed during recent years. Empowerment of citizens, cooperation, 

and influence of most of them on realization of urban projects are the central core in concept of participation. In 

its extensive concept, participation means stimulation of sensitivity and thus improving public awareness and 

capability to meet development project as well as the concept of encouraging local initiatives for residential 

development [5].  

 

Participation role in reviving the worn textures: 

Today participation is called as a key for realization of urban designs for which urban projects are 

interrelated to quality of life environment, economic fluctuations, environmental conditions, and various factors, 

which expose people and human groups to interests or losses. Participation is based in this idea that all people 

are entitled to express sense of responsibility for their own relevant affairs and think about these matters and 

express their thought free of fear and intervene in those decisions that may affect on their life. The most basic 

infrastructural thinking about participation is to accept principle of equity for the people. If people possess the 

equal importance and value in their link among each other then participation among them may contribute to 

rising and movement and provide a lot of benefits for all. Paying attention to people’s demand in planning and 

determining the preferences and execution methods are considered as the most basic factors for urban 

development. If “participation” serves as a key for implementation of urban designs, “confidence building” is 

the basic platform for realization of urban efforts [5].  

 

The advantages of public participation in reclamation and renovation of urban worn textures: 

Participation is a process that includes several steps and during all these phases it may realize citizenship 

rights; therefore, here we deal with the privileges of citizenship participation as an important factor in 

advancement of reclamation and renovation goals for worn textures and urban inefficacy:  

1- A public participation process may serve as an effective contribution to removal of barriers against 

policy making and implementation of projects. The informed and involved citizens in their locality affairs 

become expert citizens, who perceive technically the critical and problematic situations and follow up the 

holistic and comprehensive solutions. Thus, they not only oppose to execution of plans but also they may 

effectively cooperate for this purpose.  

2- On the other hand, the local active members from local communities may constantly contact to urban 

decision makers and planners and convey their comments to them in a peaceful climate and free of ballyhoo and 

be informed about the given activities as well. In fact, participation is a method that supports from rights of all 

members of community in projects and plans and makes them to be involved in their own affairs.  

3- Public participation is a valuable and efficient way for reduction of differences and dissatisfactions and it 

may highly reduce the possibility for taking legal actions.  

4- Participatory structures such as improvement of turnover surrounding the environmental policies were 

suggested and admitted. It is beneficial in formation of environmental policy making for information of planners 

as well as effective on achievement the creating sympathy among citizens [6].  

 

Providing factors in public participation: 

1- One of the effective factors on public participation is their information about participation.  

2.  Individual’s image about participation consequents is the second factor in participation.  

3. Third effective factor in formation of internal motives regarding participation is judgment values about 

the participation underlying consequents.  

4. The other influential factors that may play facilitating role and or act as barrier against creation of motive 

for participation is individual’s backgrounds in relation to participation.  

5. Also, Personal characteristics should be taken into consideration [6].  

Barriers against participation in reclamation and renovation of worn textures  

1- Structural barriers  
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2- Socio- cultural barriers  

3- Lack of public real involvement  

4- Lack of information of people about plans  

5- Legal bars  

6- Lack of sense of belonging to the given locality  

7- Lack of recognizing the position of Non- Governmental Organizations (NGOs)  

8- Economic constraints  

9- Participation political barriers [6]  

 

The reasons for lack of tendency among active enterprises in construction activity in worn texture projects:  

There are many reasons that hinder mass- construction builders and construction companies and investors in 

housing sector to involve in projects of worn textures including as follows:  

1. Ownership problems and issues  

2. Relatively low profit of this unit compared to other construction projects  

3. Lack of financial sources providing for a block limit within a company [7]  

 

Goals:  

The present essay is intended to find:  

1. Review and evaluation of effective factors on public participation  

2. Investigation into the reasons for lack of active enterprises’ tendency to involvement in construction of 

worn texture projects  

3. Recognition of public participation in organizing urban worn textures [1]  

 

Conclusion  

Opportunities and outlooks:  

- The given field may be converted into a live and dynamic texture and or in other words it has potential 

capabilities that by improving them and paying adequate attention to them they could be changed into practical 

potentials.  

- There are several historical valuable elements and structures within the aforesaid fields that they could be 

maintained and optimally utilized by exertion of change in appropriate use.  

- Of other existing capabilities in this site that may not be found in other urban textures of Isfahan city is the 

presence of the existing Armenian citizens with certain culture, tradition, and customs along with special matrix 

elements like churches. Paying attention to this issue is required and necessary for which compared to other 

quarters in Iran, Jolfa historical region seems more attractive and beautiful for foreigners due to its cultural and 

religious textures. This capacity may be utilized for attracting tourists. At the same time, making weak effort to 

establish the relationship between the authorities and people for participation in reclamation and renovation of 

this quarter because of poor financial solvency and lack of trust in execution of locality project and renovation 

and as a result losing residential house, the people in this region show no interest to for sale and participation in 

this project. The officials should be in contact with the inhabitant people in these localities since no group or 

organization is not informed more about the condition of the locality than these inhabitants and not be exposed 

to real problems of this locality like that people. Likewise, if the inhabitant people who reside in worn textures 

are informed that to what extent the law may protect from them in this regard, they will more enthusiastically 

participate in implementation of these projects more than ever.  

Public participation may be executed in four dimensions: Participation in decision making and 

administration; participation in financing for costs of projects execution; participation in providing manpower 

and participation in interests. Historical nature of locality and some problems like ownership, not granting 

permission for construction etc has added to its daily decline and degeneration. This matrix and physical 

degeneration has led to economic and social degradation of this texture. As a result, this may cause reduced 

sustainability and lack of tourists’ interest toward this texture.  
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